Winter Storms

Circle T for true or F for false for each of the following sentences.

A winter storm watch means the storm is coming soon. T F
If your car gets stuck in the snow you should leave it. T F
Mittens are warmer than gloves. T F
Wind chill is the measure of the air temperature. T F
Snow storms can happen any time of the year. T F
Kitty litter is a good thing to keep in your car in the winter. T F
Turn the lights off if you’re stuck in your car at night so your battery doesn’t die. T F
If you’re trapped in your car, move around as much as possible to keep yourself warm. T F
Keep some bright clothes in your car so if you get stuck in the snow you can stand beside your car and be seen. T F
Extra blankets should be in your car during the winter. T F
Winter Storms

Use the words from the box to fill in the blanks below.

antenna  inside  layers  mouth  poisoning
snowdrift  temperature  warning  watch  winter

Wearing ___________ in the winter will keep you warmer.

A winter storm ___________ means a cold storm is possible.

A winter storm ______________ means a cold storm is on the way.

If your car gets stuck, a bright colored cloth on the car’s ___________ can help you be seen.

Be sure to crack your car windows while your engine is running to avoid carbon monoxide ____________.

Snow storms and blizzards generally occur in ____________.

Wind chill is actual _______________ combined with wind.

Your car can get stuck in a _____________.

Wear a hood that covers your _____________.

If at all possible, stay _________________.